
This welcome volume is one of the first in a new series that will be of inestimable value to both scholars and general readers. NYU’s Library of Arabic Literature publishes both the original Arabic texts and on facing pages their English translations. Each text is prefaced by a brief introduction; there are notes, selected bibliography, indexes and glossaries.

The texts chosen for this volume are the earliest extant Arab travel narratives. Abū Zayd’s compendium from various accounts by merchants is important evidence regarding the Indian Ocean trade connecting China with the Middle East in the 9th–10th centuries CE. Ibn Faḍlān’s narrative concerns the embassy sent by the Caliph to the Bulgars on the Volga in 921 CE, from which the lurid description of a Viking funeral has inspired both fiction and film.

The editor/translators bring to their task what I assume are impeccable credentials for translation of the Arabic. Mackintosh-Smith, long resident in Yemen, is best known as a travel writer, with several books following in the footsteps of the 14th-century traveler-extraordinaire Ibn Battuta. Montgomery holds a name professorship at Cambridge. Their different profiles are reflected in the apparatus here, Mackintosh-Smith somewhat chattier and less scholarly, Montgomery more inclined to analytical detail and with deeper annotation. Montgomery does include references to important literature in Russian, though he admits it is not in his arsenal of scholarly languages. Both editor/translators have admirably fulfilled the goals of the series in making their commentary and translations accessible, and the selected bibliographies offer plenty of guidance for those wishing to explore more deeply each of the texts.

Mackintosh-Smith has had the easier task in editing his Arabic text, in that there is a single manuscript. Montgomery has had to make some harder editorial decisions in coordinating the witnesses of the separate Mashhad manuscript of Ibn Faḍlān and passages not always replicated in it which are quoted by the noted geographer Yaqūt. The result is a kind of hybrid edition. For specialists, he is providing an alternate edition of the Mashhad manuscript and additional annotations, to be posted to the website for the Library of Arabic Literature <http://www.libraryofarabicliterature.org/>, although at this writing apparently not yet available.


This annotated edition and translation of 97 Uighur documents housed either in the original manuscripts or in photocopies in the Russian Academy of Sciences Institute of Oriental Studies (St. Petersburg) was issued to mark the 85th anniversary of V. V. Radloff’s pioneering publication of many of these same texts (Uigurische Sprachdenkmäler, Lenigrad, 1928). Radloff’s edition and that by Yamada (Sammlung uigurischer Kontrakte, 3 vols., Osaka, 1993), contain most of the texts, a few having been published separately, a number by Tugusheva, whose work on this material goes back over nearly half a century. Her new edition organizes the material under the rubrics of “Sale documents,” “Loan documents,” “Economic records” and a large miscellaneous category. She provides new Romanized transcriptions, modern Russian translations and philological commentary. There are name and word indexes. Serviceable photo facsimiles are included for all the instances where the original manuscripts have been preserved. Since some of those used by Radloff are no longer extant, those texts are reproduced from his edition.


In 1987–1989, the noted specialist on the Tanguts, E. I. Kychanov, published in four volumes in this venerable series an edition, translation and commentary of the 12th-century Tangut Code which is part of the Khara-Khoto collection in the St. Petersburg Institute of Oriental Studies. This new volume contains supplements to the earlier code, compiled in the second decade of the 13th century at a time when there were still positive economic and political developments in the Tangut state which required additional legislation. He hypothesizes that the intent had been to publish a supplement to the earlier code, but the destruction of the Tangut state by the Mongols within the next decade prevented that publication from having been issued.
While he notes that most of the manuscript pieces which he has brought together here have been published in facsimile in a Chinese edition of the Khara-Khoto material (Shanghai, 1999), he has now attempted to provide the fullest reconstruction of this set of laws, with a photo facsimile of the manuscripts, his Russian translation and extensive commentaries that indicate the relationship of the supplements to the laws in the earlier code and explain specific references. He considered the options of providing the facsimile only on a disk as an electronic file or simply referring the reader to the Chinese publication, but, thankfully, he decided on this hard-copy publication to make the material more readily accessible in a form that might outline inevitable changes in technology which might eventually render a digital disk undecipherable. For all his great expertise on the Tangut material, he admits to not being able to read the texts copied in “rapid cursive.” Chapter 5 of this set of the laws is entirely in that cursive; so he has not attempted to translate it here. He also readily admits that further study may require some revision of his translations.

****


The genre of collected materials on the history of a “people” is common, if obviously problematic for the attempt to shoehorn materials from a time when the current ethnic identity did not exist into a modern interpretive framework. How much of what is here really relates to the Bashkirs, except by virtue of having been found on their territory or of imagining a past that serves to buttress the notions of the current three volumes, the contents of volume 2 but briefly coveries at Ulyap had a major impact on re-thinking the connection between the richest kurgan burials (previously known from the southern steppes, the Crimea and the Taman’ peninsula) and the Greek colonies on the Black Sea littoral. It now became clear that the Kuban was a major center of Maeotian culture. After his brief history of the surveys and excavations in the region and at the site, the book contains descriptions of the excavation results for each of barrows Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 14, seen to be a single ritual complex, in which the density of finds was often breath-taking. The particularly rich barrow No. 5 included a wooden (partially roofed?) structure. Apart from the abundance of objects made of precious metals and Classical amphorae and wide range of less spectacular artefacts, there were horse sacrifices. After the description of the excavation of each barrow and the detailed inventory of its artefacts, there is a substantial essay by V. R. Erlikh on shrines in Maeotian culture, starting in the “proto-Maeotian” period in the 8th century BCE and coming down to the 3rd century. His concluding section discusses the problems of reconstructing the rituals performed at the shrines. Results of the ongoing work at other sites is revising some of the initial conclusions that had been based on the Ulyap excavations. Arguably the second of a projected three volume publication of the excavations of the Ulyap necropolis carried out in 1981-1983, this beautifully-produced volume is a fitting tribute to Aleksandr Leskov, who directed the excavation, on the occasion of his 80th birthday. The first volume, on the burial complexes, appeared in 2005. A third volume will discuss all of the material artefacts found at the site.

As Aleksandr Naymark wrote of his mentor and colleague on the pages of this journal (Vol. 2/2, December 2004, pp. 12-16), Leskov’s career in the former Soviet Union was marked by spectacular discoveries as well as entanglements with politicized bureaucracies which ultimately compelled him to emigrate to the United States at the stage in life when many would look to a comfortable retirement. Once here, he worked productively on the complicated history of the “Maikop Treasure” (now scattered in several museums), and published the authoritative catalog and study of it in 2008 (see the book notice in The Silk Road 6/1 [2008], p. 72). As he notes in his introduction to the volume reviewed here (p. 14), while many of the spectacular finds from Ulyap were shown in various exhibitions and an album published by Hirmer in Munich in 1990, a publication of the details of the archaeological context was still needed. Hence the current three volumes, the contents of volume 2 but briefly described in what follows.

As Leskov points out in his introductory essay, the discoveries at Ulyap had a major impact on re-thinking the connection between the richest kurgan burials (previously known from the southern steppes, the Crimea and the Taman’ peninsula) and the Greek colonies on the Black Sea littoral. It now became clear that the Kuban was a major center of Maeotian culture. After his brief history of the surveys and excavations in the region and at the site, the book contains descriptions of the excavation results for each of barrows Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 14, seen to be a single ritual complex, in which the density of finds was often breath-taking. The particularly rich barrow No. 5 included a wooden (partially roofed?) structure. Apart from the abundance of objects made of precious metals and Classical amphorae and wide range of less spectacular artefacts, there were horse sacrifices. After the description of the excavation of each barrow and the detailed inventory of its artefacts, there is a substantial essay by V. R. Erlikh on shrines in Maeotian culture, starting in the “proto-Maeotian” period in the 8th century BCE and coming down to the 3rd century. His concluding section discusses the problems of reconstructing the rituals performed at the shrines. Results of the ongoing work at other sites is revising some of the initial conclusions that had been based on the Ulyap excavations. Arguably the
Ulyap complex began as a ritual site, with the burials then occurring in proximity to it.

Half of this large format volume is illustrations — many historic photos taken during the excavations, 23 excellent color photos of artefacts (yes, the famous rhyton with the protome of Pegasus unearthed in barrow No. 4 is here).

****


Obtaining older archaeological reports concerning Central Asia can be a challenge. Even in the recent era of better distribution and, thanks to the Internet, easier purchase, keeping track of all the regional publications can be well nigh impossible. The publications of the Tokharistan Expedition have been appearing in Tashkent and Elets since 2000, covering work done in the Pashkurd Valley in southern Uzbekistan in which a key role was played by Edvard V. Rtveladze. The major site in the region and apparently the focus of the first volumes in the series is Kampyrtepa on the Amu-Darya. This volume deals with excavations in 2010-2013 at Dabil’kurgan, the administrative town away from the river in the center of the region. The authors are to be commended for getting at least preliminary results out relatively quickly. The three articles which constitute this slim, small format, but well-illustrated volume are:

• E. V. Rtveladze. “Istoriko-geograficheskii i arkheologicheskii obzor Pashkurdskoi doliny” [Historical-geographical and archaeological survey of the Pashkurd Valley], which provides a good overview and explanation of its importance especially as a transit zone on the Central Asian routes leading north from the Amu-Darya.

• V. S. Solov’ev. “Raskopki na ob’ekte V Dabil’kurgana v 2010-2013 gg.” [Excavations on Object V of Dabil’kurgan in 2010-2013], which details a relatively small but fruitful excavation that uncovered five rooms and, despite some later pits through the fourth strata, enabled the team to determine a fairly precise chronology that is very useful for comparison with other sites in this region. The strata date between the 5th and 9th century; of particular importance was the evidence in the 5th-early 6th century layer. Solov’ev brings to bear a lot of comparative material in discussing the artefacts and chronology.

• R. V. Tikhonov. “Arkheologicheskii kompleks kushano-sasanidskogo perioda po materialam ob’ekta V” [The archaeological complex of the Kushano-Sasanian period based on the materials of Object V], which discusses material excavated in 2012 along one edge of the larger excavation. Among the finds are some interesting terracottas.

****


Karl M. Baipakov is one of the most prominent archaeologists in Kazakhstan; his work is at least to some degree known to those who cannot read it in Russian. He has published extensively, including volumes on the Silk Road and on urban culture in early Kazakhstan. To a degree the current volumes can be seen as an update and expansion of that earlier work. Published on the occasion of the fortieth anniversary of the beginning of the Southern Kazakhstan Expedition, these very useful thick volumes pull together much of what that ongoing project has accomplished in both broadly based archaeological survey and excavation of specific sites. While at the outset Baipakov emphasizes quite properly that traditional ideas of “nomadism” as just pastoralism need to be discarded in favor of the idea that nomadic society and economy was complex, readers may come away wondering whether the emphasis here on “urbanization” is always an appropriate read of what the archaeological record reveals. There is some attention early in the going to definitions of a city and the delineation of stages in a progression toward urbanization. However, a good deal of the material here, which incorporates but does not always update earlier excavation reports, is presented in a somewhat dated interpretive framework or at very least not re-examined in ways that would help to build a coherent argument.

The books in fact are very much a mixture of the new and old, with the review of “New Methods of Documentation” (Ch. 3) highlighting the GIS-based survey work of recent years that has resulted in the publication of archaeological atlas volumes illustrated extensively with new maps (a few of which are reproduced in the color inserts here). For sites whose excavation began years ago, new material has been added if there has been recent resumption of the work. But to a considerable degree, as near as I can tell, what we have is sometimes condensed replication of the earlier published reports, often extensively quoted, where, unfortunately, no effort has been made to coordinate the labeling on the numerous site plans with the references to those same plans in the current text. As a collection of materials then, where one cannot easily obtain the earlier reports, these volumes are valuable, but they also are somewhat frustrating. Furthermore, it is clear that in many instances newer work published in languages other than Russian by international scholars too rarely has been taken into account. For example, much more could have been done in the discussions regarding the Sogdians.
The books are well illustrated with many black-and-white photos and diagrams and very generous and good quality color inserts. Each volume has a conclusion/summary in both Kazakh and in English. Book 1 was published in 300 copies, Book 2 in only 200. Be sure your library obtains copies before they disappear.

A third volume has been promised, but apparently its publication date is as yet uncertain. That volume is one to anticipate, since the excavations of sites in Kazakhstan dating to the Mongol period seem to be raising so many doubts about how destructive the Mongol invasions of Central Asia actually were.

****


One can but wonder whether the decision to publish posthumously this volume left behind by the noted Kazakh archaeologist K. A. Akishev (1924–2003) was an appropriate tribute to his memory. For decades he was involved in important excavations and was most famous for unearth- ing the Issyk “golden man.” He was in charge of Kazakh archaeology from 1955 to 1989.

The current volume contains a rather loose discussion of evidence for economic, social and political change, framed explicitly in the kind of Marxist interpretive scheme which was expected in Soviet-era scholarship half a century ago. While his chronology may differ from that in some of the older publications, his scheme of the inevitable progression to class society and state formation is liberally sprinkled with quotations from Marx and Engels which are not merely here as window-dressing. The longest and arguably the most interesting section of the book concerns the Wusun polity, which in this telling achieved the status of a true state. He draws frequently on the Chinese sources (in Russian translation), for want of other textual evidence, and does incorporate a lot of general information drawn from archaeology. However, the archaeology by Chinese scholars is not included. He argues quite reasonably that tomb size and inventories point to developing social and economic differ- entiation. However, one comes away with the distinct sense that the real rationale for the publication of the book was that it will guide Kazakhs seeking their roots in a somewhat invented version of the early history of the Eurasian steppe.

 Readers will appreciate the well-printed archaeological drawings and starkly rendered archival photos from some of the excavations in which Akishev played a key role. I am particularly fond of the one (p. 49) showing the bulldozer climbing the Besshatyr kurgan, prior to participating in its disem- bowlement. The photos of the log burial chambers that were down under the huge stone mounds are striking.

****


Since I am listed as co-editor of this volume (with Güde Bemann, who in fact deserves the lion’s share of the credit), it would be inappropriate for me to attempt to review it. Suffice it to say that the book’s production values, including abundant high-quality illustrations, are up to the standard of the other volumes in this series. The book is a much revised translation into English of the author’s German dissertation. Her introductory chapters explore the cultural contexts and meaning of the belt plaque images that she then presents in a systematic catalogue. The emphasis here is on the plaques for which a documented archaeological context is known and whose distribution then is indicated on the 30 excellent maps. However, to provide the fullest possible coverage of the different motifs, she includes as well ones whose precise provenance is unknown. Much of this mate- rial is familiar, especially through the publications of Emma Bunker, who has written a brief preface. However, Kost’s is the first attempt to systematize the various types and designs in a manner that can provide a basic reference point for further discoveries and their analysis.

****


While one might think there is plenty written already about the economy of the Roman East up to the rise of Islam, this book by A. G. Grushevoi, a senior scholar in the Institute of Oriental Manuscripts of the Russian Academy of Sciences, demonstrates that there is still much of value to be learned. In particular, he draws on evidence from epigraphy and papyri to supplement the generally well known from the narrative and descriptive texts. He has a particular interest in the patterns of land ownership and exploitation, arguing that the hinterlands of urban areas formed long-standing economic units that require we look closely at regionalism if we are to understand the larger area’s economic history. He is interested in the social organization of local craft production and trade, where possible focusing on particular families. There is a section on the spice trade, where his focus is specifically on what can be learned about prices and the market (referring readers to J. I. Miller’s book for a details on the products themselves and their sources). One of the values of the book is his transcriptions and translations of texts. Included are a section of nice color plates of famous sites, some decent maps, a bibliography and several indexes.

****

The description from the publisher’s website, where one can see the table of contents and either download the entire book for free in a pdf <http://hup.sub.uni-hamburg.de/volltexte/2014/146/pdf/HamburgUP_HBS03_LinRadich_Mirror.pdf> or order a hard copy print version <http://blogs.sub.uni-hamburg.de/hup/products-page/publikationen/125/>:

In this book, an international team of fourteen scholars investigates the Chinese reception of Indian Buddhist ideas, especially in the sixth and seventh centuries. Topics include Buddhist logic and epistemology (pramāṇa, yinming); commentaries on Indian Buddhist texts; Chinese readings of systems as diverse as Madhyamaka, Yogācāra and tathāgatagarbha; the working out of Indian concepts and problematics in new Chinese works; and previously under-studied Chinese evidence for developments in India. The authors aim to consider the ways that these Chinese materials might furnish evidence of broader Buddhist trends, thereby problematizing a prevalent notion of “sinification”, which has led scholars to consider such materials predominantly in terms of trends ostensibly distinctive to China. The volume also tries to go beyond seeing sixth- and seventh-century China primarily as the age of the formation and establishment of the Chinese Buddhist “schools”. The authors attempt to view the ideas under study on their own terms, as valid Buddhist ideas engendered in a rich, “liminal” space of interchange between two large traditions.

****


Readers of this appealingly written volume by a distinguished historian of China can expect to be taken on a wild ride, starting with the author’s having had a map confiscated at the Chinese border in 1976 and the incident in 2001 where Chinese interceptors forced down an American reconnaissance plane over the South China Sea, before finally reaching in the final chapter the substantive analysis of the map of its title. Brook admits he had never expected to be exploring some of the byways here. He consciously is using the map as a way to provide broad insights into the world in which it was produced and through which it then traveled to be deposited and forgotten in the Bodleian Library until dusted off in 2008 by David Helliwell, who brought it to Brook’s attention. Along the way we learn about its owner, the 17th-century English lawyer John Selden, and the context of debates over the law of the sea within which his inter-

est in the map would have been sparked. We learn about traders and routes in the Far East, Chinese navigation and cartography, western mapping of China, and much more.

“The most important Chinese map of the last seven centuries” (p. xx), it is, of course, the star of the show, even if it walks offstage to wait in the wings after but a brief initial bow (in a discussion of what is “wrong” with it at first blush, that being primarily its not really focusing on China but rather on the southeast Asian seas). As the analysis of the final chapter eventually reveals, there is every reason to believe it was a navigator’s rendering of the seas through which he moved, but only peripherally the adjoining land areas, and as such, its perspective is unique and hugely important. The work done for Brook by Martha Lee (and generously acknowledged here) in geo-referencing the map and then analyzing the techniques of its construction was crucial to understanding it: “a commercial navigation chart devoid of imperial designs or claims. Political nations, Ming China included, did not interest our cartographer…” (p. 167).

Anyone interested in the history of pre-modern European intellectual and commercial engagement with the wider world, the maritime history of southeast Asia, the cartography of China and the era of the late Ming (to name but a few topics) will find a great deal in Brook’s book to stimulate further inquiry. Brook emphasizes that there is no rational way the map could be used to buttress current Chinese attempts to claim sovereignty over disputed islands way out in the South China Sea, but then he seems to be enough of a realist to appreciate they may well try.


With its artfully subdued black-and-white images, this picture book is a pleasure to peruse. Margaret Morton is known for her other work photographing “alternative built environments”; her pictures here deliberately blend the cemeteries into the extraordinary natural environment of Kyrgyzstan. Beyond the photos, there is but limited introductory captioning; the only substantial essay is that by Elmira Köchümkulova, which in a few pages situates the cemeteries in the context of Kyrgyz culture, including religious beliefs and practice. To a considerable degree the essay draws on material both from her personal experience and her University of Washington Ph.D. dissertation. The essay whets one’s appetite for seeing the full publication of her research as a monograph.
This elegantly produced, large format volume accompanies the current exhibition (which closes 5 January 2015) at the British Museum and makes me wish I could be there to visit it. The exhibition is noteworthy for its emphasis on the connections between the early Ming and the previous Yuan Dynasty. That the Ming rulers were busy fighting the Mongols in order to solidify their own power did not mean that cross-cultural fertilization was dead. On the contrary, there were still plenty of non-Chinese employed by the new regime, Mongol fashions appropriate for hunting or military affairs were still in vogue, the kind of expansiveness to places far beyond the borders of China which we associate with the “Pax Mongolica” was still very much in evidence. Of course, all that did not last, as is well known, but the first half of the 15th century was a vibrant period which witnessed a significant impact of Chinese culture on other peoples and had a long-lasting impact in China itself. For this exhibition, the British Museum drew extensively on British collections but also imported a great many treasures. To my mind, most noteworthy are paintings loaned from collections in China (and Taiwan); for example the “Miracles of the Mass of Universal Salvation Conducted by the Fifth Karmapa for the Yongle Emperor” with its text in Chinese, Persian, Tay, Tibetan and Mongolian, on loan from the Tibet Museum, and the “Assembly of Artists and Scholars of Various Talents and Schools of Former Times,” from the Shanxi Museum. As with other paintings, in both cases the catalog shows a number of close-up details. The acknowledged focus here is the arts and projects of the court and imperial family. Some of the most impressive pieces are ones excavated from tombs of the numerous dynastic progeny who were farmed out to administer the provinces.

The material is grouped around several long essays which do quite a good job of contextualizing the objects. Craig Clunas sets the stage in “A Second Founding; Ming China 1400-1450.” Jessica Harrison-Hall writes about “Courts: Palaces, People and Objects”; David Robinson about “Wu: The Arts of War”; Clunas about “Wen: The Arts of Peace”; Marsha Hauffer about “Beliefs; Miracles and Salvation”; and Timothy Brook concludes with “Commerce: The Ming in the World.” While some parts of the story are well known — Zheng He’s voyages, blue-and-white export porcelain, diplomatic and economic relations with the Timurids, to name a few — there is also much here which may be new to those who are not specialists on the Ming. I learned a lot about official writing projects, about the patronage of painters, about Zheng He’s multi-faith patronage, about the fact that the Xuande Emperor (1426-1435) was himself a noted artist (some of whose work can be seen here)… While there have been many illustrations of the relationship between Chinese and Middle Eastern arts in this period, the juxtapositions here and the introduction of other kinds of comparative material are well chosen. It is nice to see Korean and Japanese paintings which were created following Chinese examples.

Those who have the intestinal fortitude to chew on this large volume will find the main arguments in it familiar from Kessler’s 1993 catalog of the exhibition Empires Beyond the Great Wall: The Heritage of Genghis Khan. He included in that exhibition a few pieces of Chinese underglaze blue-and-white porcelain which had been found in the northern borders and argued that they should be dated prior to the Mongol (Yuan) period, even though the consensus of scholarly opinion has always favored a Yuan (1279-1368) date for the real beginning of the production of the underglaze blue-and-white. At least one reviewer (Suzanne Valenstein) jumped on this claim, declaring it to be “outrageous,” and subsequently scholars have either dismissed or ignored Kessler’s idea. He has spent the last two decades assembling this overblown response to the slight.

His main contentions include the following:

- The dating of “pre-Ming” (the term he uses to avoid calling it “Yuan”; I will call it simply “early”) blue-and-white porcelain to the late Yuan period by stylistic comparisons, as has been done by most art historians, is wrong.
- The Yuan rulers (the Mongols) in fact did not value porcelain and never seriously backed its production. Kessler even casts doubt on the key point d’appui for standard comparisons, the dated vases in the Percival David Collection (“even were it to be assumed they are authentic… they were not made for the Yuan imperial court, but dedicated to a Daoist temple” [p. 255]) [see photo next page].
- What has been termed Yuan-period blue-and-white was developed under the Song (960–1127 and 1127–1279).
- Unlike the Mongols, the Jin (Jurchen) rulers of north China (1115–1234) greatly admired all things Song, including the porcelain, and thus obtained lots of it and were involved in trading it to others (notably the Xi Xia).
- Where that early blue-and-white has been found in archaeological contexts in the North (and also at kiln sites), it is in Jin, Xi Xia, or Song contexts; the wares so found are to be attributed to the Song.
- The finds of early blue-and-white in Southeast Asia and at sites around the Indian Ocean all must be dated to the Song period, when the state was involved in promoting the maritime trade.
- Supporting evidence for the argument about the Song dating is provided by a more accurate reading (at odds with currently accepted interpretations) of key terms for certain kinds of wares (e.g., qingbai; those marked shufu and taixi).
• Technical analysis suggests there is little if any evidence to support the idea the cobalt used in pre-Ming blue-and-white was imported from the West, nor is there reason to think the Chinese technique of underglaze painting of pottery came from there.

• The early blue-and-white wares in Ming burials are from the Song, since the Ming despised everything connected with the Yuan and hence valued that of their predecessors; blue-and-white production under the Ming could only have been a “revival” of the Song traditions.

Should any of the real specialists on Chinese ceramics and archaeology invest the time it may take to review all this, “outrageous” is likely to be one of the milder epithets they will use. Kessler has a talent for undermining the reader’s confidence at every turn. A good half of his text is undigestable citing such evidence to prove an early date for sites where early blue-and-white has been found.

At very least this is a book crying out for an editor, since all that he has to say could have been more effectively presented in short of half the space. So far I have found one review of it, by the respected scholar of early architecture in China, Nancy Schatzman Steinhardt (Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society 25/1 (2015): 184-87). She is open-minded about what the specialists ultimately may conclude concerning Kessler’s in-your-face assertions.

Publications of the M. A. Usmanov Center for Studies of the History of the Golden Horde


Zolotoyordynskaia tsivilizatsiia. Nauchnyi Ezhegodnik. 6 vols. to date. Kazan’, 2008-. ISSN 2308-1856

The study of Tatar history has blossomed since the emergence of a meaningfully autonomous Tatar Republic more than two decades ago. Anyone studying seriously the Golden Horde (Ulus Jöchi) and many related topics pertaining to the history of Eurasia in the Mongol period probably is well aware of the prolific output of the Usmanov Center, which is under the aegis of the Sh. Mardzhani Institute of History of the Academy of Sciences of the Republic of Tatarstan. While most of the Mardzhani Institute’s website <http://www.tataroved.ru/institut/> is (as yet) only in Russian, it is an important resource for keeping up on the publications, which are not always readily available in libraries around the world.

The director of the Usmanov Center, I. M. Mirgaleev, has compiled a very extensive bibliography of publications about the Golden Horde, while admitting that it will need to be supplemented and even for the period it covers cannot be considered complete. To a degree he has had to rely on material sent him by colleagues; so not everything has been checked de visu, page numbers and some publication details may be missing, and so on. My sense is that publications outside of Tatarstan and Russia are less well represented here than they should be. The entries are organized by year of publication, starting in 1726 and coming down through 2012 (though clearly for the last year, what is here is just a beginning). Under each year one first gets publications in Cyrillic, followed by those with Romanized titles. Looking beyond this volume, in his introduction Mirgaleev lays out the exciting prospect that eventually we will have an electronic corpus of publications about the Golden Horde, work on which is progressing. His Center is also in the process of preparing editions of previously unused sources and/or new editions of some of the well-known sources.

Of particular interest for the publication of ongoing research is the Center’s annual, Golden Horde Civilization, which has been publishing a wide array of valuable scholarly articles in large format and with decent illustrations. While in the most recent number there is one article in English, the rest so far is in Russian. Clearly though there is a serious attempt being made to include publications by scholars outside of Russia and Tatarstan. Both Russian and English tables of contents and English summaries of the articles are provided. One can access the table of contents for each volume from the link <http://www.tataroved.ru/institut/cicz/sb/> where the English titles of the articles follow upon the listing of them in Russian. The translations are sometimes a bit awkward, but it should be easy enough to figure out whether the content may be worth your trying to
obtain a copy and have it translated (if you do not read Russian). I think anyone working on the Mongols would ignore this annual at his or her peril. I just discovered in fact that I should have cited one of the articles in something I had recently submitted for publication.

****


Honoring the memory of the important archaeologist and art historian G. A. Fëdorov-Davydov, who wrote significant works on the history of the Qipchaq steppe and especially the Golden Horde (Ulus Jochi). Large format with many illustrations. The table of contents:

V. M. Kishliaruk. “Vliianie klimata na zemledelie poselenii Nizhnego Pridnestrovia so vtoroi polovine I tysyacheletiiia do n. e.” [The influence of climate on the agriculture of the settlements of the Lower Dnieper region in the 2nd half of the 1st millennium BCE] (7–16)

E. A. Kudriavtsev. “Transformatsiia pogrebal’nykh sooruzhenii naseleniia Tsentral’nogo Predkavkaza v skifskoe vremia v kontekste vzaimodeistviia i vzaimovliiania osedlo-zemledel’cheskikh i kochevykh kul’tur (po materialam Tatarskogo gorodishcha)” [The transformation of mortuary constructions of the population of Central Caucausia in Scythian times in the context of the interaction and mutual influence of the settled agricultural and nomadic cultures (based on the materials of the Tatar settlement site)] (17–23)

D. A. Stashenkov. “Pamiatniki skifskogo kruga v Srednevolzhskom regione (k postanovke problemy)” [On the problem of the chronology of the Kurgan complexes in the Middle Volga region] (24–36)
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